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ABSTRACT

Special transportation *ssistance is-currently provided for elderly

and handicapped_persons,in the United States through a varietyof programs

at the federal, state, and local levels of government. The programs are

.

doncerned with improving the mobility of the client groups -iaryed, thereby

making various activities and locations in'urban areas more accessible to

-

"them, Relatively little attention ha been devoted to assessing the bene-

fits of these m4ibility and accessibility improvements, however, and
,

legislators and administrators have had virtually no empirical information

with which to evaluate and revise the programs. This paper suggests that.

the benefits of mobility and accessibility improvements for the elderly

and handicapped can be expressed largely in terms of the impacts they have

on travel behavior. The paper then discusses the special conceptual and

-practical problems assipciated withassessing these impacts. Recent data

from an experimental trahsporeation program in Danville, Illinois, are used
f

to illustrate the discussion. 0

71
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INTRODUCTION'

A variety .of programs 4t the federalf state, and local levels of govern-

ment currently provide transportation assistance for elderly:and handicapped

persons in the U.S. These programs typically earmark funds for parti

'cli groups and particular transportation f ervices according to crit rra

which vary greatly from program to program ''Each of these programs is

concerned with bringing about certain kinds of improvements in the mobility

1/-

of the client groups served, and with making t%rtain locations and activi-
p

ties more accessible to them.-
1/

One fedqralprogram for which improved mobility for the elderly and

handicapped is an explicit objective is that administered by the Urban Mass

Transportation Administration (MIA) and the Federal Highway Administration

) \

(FHWA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation' (DOT). .The regulations for

this program use the'term "elderly and handicapped persons" to mean:.,

"those individUls who, by reason of tllness, injury, age, congenital
malfunction, or Other permanent ovtemporary incapacity or disability,
including those .With semi-ambulatory capabilities, are unable with-

- out special facilities or special planning or design to. utilize mass
transportation iAcilities and'servites as effectivelyas persons who

. P..are not so affected."2/

The client group for this program; then, is composed of persons who have dif-

ficulty using mass transportation facilities because of disabilities. By.

0

Kirby and Tolson (1977) provide a detailed discussion afseVeral Of these
- progr'ams.

/2
.

..

. U.S. .Department. of Transportation (1976a) , . ,. ,

s

I a
T

.
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comparison, certain other federal" programs.defind the- elderly as thostwee-

. .. .', sons 'above a certain;age, such as 60 or 65, while still other prog*amsirimil
,.v/ '

assistance to those elderly and handicapped below i certain inapme level.-3/

The DOT progra for the elderly andliandj.capped prdvides aaistance onry.
6

for those transportation services which quali 1 ' transportation";

services which are shared-ride and available to the public on a regul'ar'and

,
continuing basis. Exclusive-ride taxicab services and services restricted

to a paiticular

n receive DOT

organizational or institutional clientele appaently could

assistance _Jor example. Other federal programs restrict

transportation assistance to certain kinds of trips, such as those to and

from mescal' or.educational 4/

The' legislative objectives of these programs usually allude to:levels

of mobility or accessibility to be achieved, but rarely provide any quanti-. '

tative measures of those levels:

",It is hereby declared to be thenational.policy that elderl7 and
hatdicapped persons shall have the same right as other persons Ea
utilize mass transportation facilities and services;, that special
efforts shall bemade in the planning and design of!mass.trans-

o portation facilities and services so that the availability to

elderly and handicapped persons of mass transportation which they
. can effectively utilize will be assured'.

the rates charged elderly and handicafTe
.

perSons during
npn -peak hours for transportation - . . . financed with assistance
under'this section will not exceed one-half of/the rates generally
applicable to other persons at peak-haurst°, /"5/ t

.

-::
_- , .

, /

,
/ 1

3/
.--, U.S. .Department of Health,-Education, and Iielfa7r1976).

.

i

4/' ,,
. - j

. /bid: , . t .

- 54 !
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uThe Secretary. shall require that mobility for eiderr7 and handi-_
capped .parsons isavailable in each urbanized area requesting a
g/nt ,or ,loan under this Act."6/

A

The above direttiveg.'from existing. and propcsed legislation-outlining
,

.

'"`'transportation assistance for the elderly and handicapped are all framed

in fairly, neral terms. Decisions on just who-should qualify for.assis-

tance under the programs and,what levels of nobility and accessibility should

'provided must be made by agencies interpreting and administering-the pro-
...... , . ,
grams,at the federal, state, and localtlevels. Detailed definitions mug
<

be developed, for example, of the kinds of handicaps which inhibit persons

from making fail use of transportation servi ces, and those, wishing to obtAin

assistance must demonstrate that they qualify. under the definitions- Adopted.-7/

_ '... ____ .
- ,

'

...

And once
/
these eligibility criteria have been established, administrativadministrative.

41*,
established,

- . .
agencies must decide what-kinds of mobili4y and accessibility should be pro-

vided within the `directives aildfunding specified in the legislation'

i.

9

N

In order to evaluate alterpattve _transportation programs for'the elderly

and handicappedbothlegislators and administrators need some quantitative
.,...

.
.. s

.

measures of the impacts of the programs. In this paper certain kind's of
.

!. ...... .
.

i

impacts associated with the/programs are reviewed, and some specific, 1p-

proaChes.to impact assesdpent are4discuSsed. Data from'an experimentaL

transpro tion program in DanVille, Illinois, are used to illustrate sale

af the issues and problems which arise in assess the impacts of these ..

transpOrtation programs.

Cam
' .6/ -T.

r,
,_-_,'-o-- Senateof the United Sta (1977),

U.S..Degartnient of Transportation (1976b).
.
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MOBILITY, APCBSSIBItiTY P.14121 TIter4:EL".UHAVIOR
,

,

The terms "mobility" and ,"aecessibility: re commonly used to describe
.0,4

.

. -
,

.

- . %

objectives and impacts of urban transportation programs. Mobility is gen-
),

erakly asociated Witliparticular groups of urban residents: and describes
-.S

A

.their ability to travel fjom one place to another in an urban area. Accee-'
. . .,

' . sibility, on the other hand, is associated with locations or facilities,

and clscribes the ease with which they can be reached a'id enjoyed. This we

speak of residents who have limited mobility, for example, andvof certain,

locations and facilities which are highly accessible.. "
1

It is- sometimes suggested that transportation planners,are OveYly.con-

cerned with increing the mobility of urban residents -- through highway

construction, expanded bus oY rail transit services, or other additions to

transportation infrastructure and services. What they s 'hould really be con-
1

,1/4
,

cerned about, it is argued,..-is increasing the accessibility of urban loca-

tions and facilities. This latter goal could be accomplished in part by

changing the distribution of land uses to.reduce the demand for travel; or

by changing institutional arrangements such as uniform working hours'whip

place heavy peak demands on transportation facilities.' To the extent that -- .

these changes could be accomplished, it is Claimed, accessibility could be
4 4
increased without increases in the amount of travel.

/
Experi_ e''to date suggests., however, that. efforts to encourage or

mandate:chang'es in land use distribution and institutional arrangements areFe

.e.
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4-

.

1

-fikely_ to have only limited effect on the demand for 'travel. Numerous
iii .

. ' ' o 1
,

.. /
forces continue to encourage the evel pment f low density suburban ho8Sing.

.1.
_ 0

Emp nt, shopplthg,4 Tecreation, ed4 ation, and health factlitiei tenetO.
.

I

.

\ ,.

be located where they can be rea

mode used by th vast-majority

tinued low density development

Maintaining and increasing ac

nificant from those who rely

costs of reaching desirable

increase substantially as 1

automobile users.

onven

essure

ility,

ently by automobied, the travel,

ntele. The result of th.is con-
.*

fox more mobility as a means of

This pressure is especially sig-

blicblic arisportation services, since the

\

ions a d facilities Wpublic trapportation

evelop Utt becomes more oriented to serving
\

The cask of increasing 'he acc ssibfility of urban locations and faOli-
,

ties then, has become large y.one if increasing the mobility of, urban resi-

dents. Despite the wishes

areas structured differen

matic new land use polic es or severe restraints on autoMbbile'travei will

effect significant cha s in urrent patterns of land development and travel

and ef orts of those who would like Co see urban

ly, as /a practical matter it setms that only dra-

demind Since such c nges 1.7/ 11 probably occur very slowly, (if at all), the

current focus on mob'lity a4-the major means of increasincessibility
/

- .,would appear to be uite understandable.4

_ If we accep' this view that improving the mobility of urban residents is ,

/ l''''

the major once n of current transportation programs, Op..,#an turn 'our itten-
/.

.
, / , '41 1- 1-

tion.to
\
the q estip bf how much-mobilitY sholqd be pro4ded, fOr whom:

/ , '1
, In order .to ddreSs this question adequately', we must'attempt to identify the ,

S
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benefits and costs asscit
\

iated with various leiels of noiility(, and ,the
;

didence of those benefits and costs throughout the population of urban',

residents. We will restrict our.attenticin in tklis, paper, however, to the ,_

t '
, . .

benefits of-improving mobility;,we will not attempt to discuss the costs

-.

,

associated with different ways of achieving Mobility improvements.
.

S

.. ".- ,

.
1, , .-.4,m.

... As noted earlier, mobiliterefers to the ability of urban residents to

travelfiom a place to another in all urban area. A variety of different

'. .

%, . .

,measures can be:us) ed'to characterize the mobility °es particular resident
s

. ,.

r group.lof residents: automobile ownership,,ppssession of driver's .l
o

.
.

icense,
. 4 ....., ; 1

.-
.

.

1 . highway operating speeds, distance from the nearest busstop, coverage and
, \

fare of the bus service, availability and fare structure of taxicabs, and'
\ ..

ok .
so on. Transportation programs affect mobility by Changing the values of

/
IP

.,
...

one or more of these mobility measures. Two
/
kinds of benefits result from

4

these mobility 'changes,: thoe derived solely'from options for travel:and

those derived from trips actually made.

The benefits derived solely from options for travel are difficult to

quantify, How much does an urban resident value a publicly supported bus

service which he plans to use only when hiss automobile breaks down, for

example? .Sifice several,Pback-up" travel options are nearly always available

in an.emergency -- ride as an auto.passenger with a friend, borrow a car,

1

, -
.call a taxior'call an ambulance, for example -- the benefits.of having"ad-

.
. 4. 'a s .

ditiOnal'options provided by transportation Programs may nqt be very great.

Experience with fiked route bus services in sMail communities suggests that

the value of the mobility provided by the services is measure&primarily'in

terms of the number of trips actually served; once that number fails below

). 1 '

.../

1 0 -,

.0

,

\T
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4

a certain level, the servicesare typically discontinued:. The option to

travel undoubtedly repiesents some benefits over and above those derived
1 . .0

from trips actually ma de. .Assessing the magnitude of.these'benefits, how-._

'ever, iS a task wh.ich'community planner6-4and decision-makers will probably

have to undertake on a case by case basis,

The most tangible benefits associated with mobility improveffients are

those 'derived from trips made by urban residents. Travelers value these

trips at least as much as the ,time, .effort, and money they expend in making
6.

them. Ch-atiges intrip-making patterns whtch take plade as a result of trans-,

portation programs provide a firm basis on which to assess thetene"fits of

8/ I\
the programs.

r

We suggest,that the.benefits associated with.ransPorbation programs foF

,

-the erderly and hapdidapped arelargely-a fUnctibn,Of the travel impacts of
. ,

, .

.the programs.. Changes in"moiAlitY and in accessibility occur by definitidn
.44444%

'dhen these transportation pograms'arelimplefilented, but "the value of thRse
e,

. 0
changes lies primaily in the accompanying changes in travel behavior. Thus,.

a new bus service may increase both the mobility of certaii persons and the

accessibility of certain locations and facilitiet,.but the service will not

' be.'corisidered to Le of much value unless it is used for a. .6ignificanEnumber

of triDs., In 'the rena#der of this paper, -therefore., we.will-,be'Concerned
-,'

with the problem of assessing thedmpacts of transpottatio'n programs for 'the

elder -y handicapped on the travel behaVior,of this client group. .

'

8/
See, for example, McGillivray.(1975).

.1

/
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TRAVEL DEMAND BY THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED.

4

P

The ElderLy and .Handicapped Population in the.U.S.

Annmber of 'attempts have, been made to, estimate the number and location
I

of elderly and handicapped persons.id the U.S. Perhaps the-best estimates

currently available are those,developed by Abt"Associates for the U.S. 13e-
,

?' . pattment of Trakportation.-8/ ,-The At estimates are bayed on population
6 .

data from the U.S. Census and H "incidence rates" for ttansportati3n handl-

cap\obtained, froma 1974 national health survey co by,-the U.S.

i.
.

.

- :

Department; of He, , Education, and Welfare. As shown in Table 1; in 1975

. an estimated 8
6 6876.000 persons had handicaps which inhibited them in some

C

4

way from using conventionltransportation modes. An ad

tsons'were 65 years.of age or older in 197f, giving a .total elderly and .PP , c.
. handicapped population of26,127,000 .about 1215 percynt of the total U.S.

ional. 17,851,000

popllation.

.

O

,
...

.

- .

An estimate of the elderly and handicapped populAtion of a R

I
.

.-
'i .

.
.

r .

city or urban areacan also be obtained by using censusvdata and incidence

rates for transportation handicaps. The location of these persons in,the
ls.. t - ..

area is much moge diffiddit to ddtermine, however. Apart firdm -1970 census-
. .

tract, 'city, and county data on eldprly pegpons, virtually no infarmation'is

A. .
readily available on the location of elderly and handicapped persons in

8/ "U.S. Department of Transpottation (1976b).
2 .

e

.11V 0,'

ti

o

4>.
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TABLE 1

. Abt Estimates of 1975 Jcansportation-H4ndicapped
PaPUlatipn ii, the' United' Stites

4

TH Category

Age,

Under -18

Chronic

Use Transit' with Difficulty

` Cannot ,Use Transit

Acute' .

Institutionalized .

.A000

80,000

110 d6b

18 to 64 65 & Over ' TOTAL

2,927,000 3,791,000 6190.8,00V

1,677,000 1,719,000 3,476,00(

'1,250,000 2,072 60P. 3 432 Doo

104,000 419,00'0 71,000 594,000

81*.:000 370,000 923;000 1,314,000

'S

375, ,716,000_,4:785f000 '8,876;000

Source: _U.S.- Department of "Trans'portation (1976b).
.

4

O

a
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.

. .

urban areas. This presents a major obstacle to 'iherestimation of travel'
( .

.

demand by the'elderly and handicappedft.-- how are rwe to identify a epre-,o

sentative sample ol these persons fbr surveys?

.

There are a number of different techniques which can be used for

loCating elderly and handicapped persons in am urban area, thouih none of
4

tfiem provides really, satisfactory results...at low cost. They include:

,canvassing on either' a random or selective basis;

obtaining client lists from health, and social service

kgencies, or from private organizations having high
memberships of elderly or handicapped perSons; and

so-called "snowball ampling."

Canvassb, ing is the most c hensive way to locate elderly and handi-

capped pershns. HouSeholds a %administered a short questionnaire by tele-

phone or 'in person to determine wheffier any elderly or handicapp ed persons.

reside there. Canvassing can be restricted to those areas (say, census

tracts) which are thought tocontain high fractions of the client group.

Canvassing is likely to require several pre-screening interviews, Including

some-call-backs, per, completed interview. Telephone canvassing is less ex-
.

pensive than doOr-to-door canvassing, but is also somewhat less represent-a-

tive since not an househAds have telephones.

'Lists can be obtained- from 6ervicegorganizations or clubi-ighich repre-
ss

sent subsets of the elderly and handicapped population.. There are two dif-

fidulties. First, cooperation and clearance may be difficult to obtain.

from such organizations due to confidentiality considerations. Second,

there, is no'assurance that-persons -rep-resened on the lists obtained are

f

similar to those not on them, and it is impossible to estimate even the

14
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number of those not appea4ring on any lisT.

correct,and overlapping, so that editi

could be used for sample selectign.

1.

sts may also be outdated, in-

g wouldtZ required before they'

:

. Snowball sampling-
9/

could also hs useeto obtain information on ehe client
1

,. .,.- . !1 r.
. -,..

.N,
group -= each person identified would

"
be .asked to provide informationon other

.. ...
...4:. -. -

4 possible members of the group.. 0w -'sampling may -.be biased in an-bn-
,

S-

1

known way, thodgh icritight be a usefkl_adj,ddbt to sampling with

Travel brthe Elderly and Handicapped

Given .the paubity of, information on the number and location of-elderly

and handicapped persons in.the.O.S., it fallow that information on the

,

4
travel behavior of this group is even more limited). A recent study for-the

U.S. Department ok'Transportit.ion concluded that: w

"there are no adequate empirical data on the travel behavior of
the'transpprtaLion handicapped that would alloW for an assessment
of their responge to, ysteth modifications or the'in.stallation of
new systems."10Q-

The data which do exist have been cqllected in several different locations

for a variety of special purpo.ses: These data do provide some insights, how-

e verT'intb the demand- for travel 55r the' elderly and handicapped, __and help to

illustrate some of ehe complexities of this particular travel market.

The first point demongtrated by data collected to date is that the .

elderly and handicapped population represents a very 'diverse travel tharka.

9/
Sudman (1976) provides a general Aiecussion of snowball sampling. He

does not' favor its use in ,locating rare populations. Its primary value is
fot obtaining controls forlsel.f-seletted members of a poplatiOn-under study
(such ascertain kinds of volunteers).

10/ -

U.S. Department bf Transportation (19760...
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Bunker, Blanchard, and Wachs *(1977) analyzed lifestyles and travel patterns

foi elderly residents of Los Angeles County. They used factor analysis to

define homogeneous I'lliestyle groups" among the,elderly, and then employed

-. .' .

analysis-of-vaLance toident-if differences between-Waver.characteristics
'C; 'N

. t

.of the lifestyle groups. `(Travel data were drawn from the 1967 Los Angeles d

Region&. Transportation Study.) The results of their analyses,' shown in

Table 2, provide evidence of significant differences in daily trip rates

between' lifestyle groups: the "financially secure," for example, appear to
14

average over twice as many vehicular trips. per day as the black and Spanish-

4American communities. Other data collected in Boston by Abt Associates and

Wilbur Smith and Associates ,show day vehicular trip-making rates for handl.:

capped-persons (1.13 trips per day) which differ significantly from those

' for the general population (2.23 trips per/day).11/

o

Overall, then, there is evidence to suggest that eertain sub-groups of

elderly and handicapped persons make significantly fewer trips than other
A - Ilk %

sub-groupS,'and than the general population. This .evidence raises the

'following question: how many more trips.wuld the various sub-groups make

if their mobility were increased through transportation system improvements?

SoMe attempts have been made to assess this "latent demand" by attitudinal

surveys, in which respondents were asked to estimate how many more trips

they would make if certain'hypothetical transportation improvements were

made. Surveys of this kind conducted in Washington, D.C.land Chicago re-

portea.that the transportatibn handicapped would increase their trip-maki
. *N.

16
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1

TABLE

Daily Vehicular Trt:velof DiffeKentlifestyle Gfoups
among the Elderly in Lbs Angeles County

.4

Travel Variable

Lifestyle Group

I

a

County . F

Percent with
Drivers' Licenses

34.53 58.64 48.14

""---- 1

1-1'.89 23.43, 45.61 42.49 39.24*

Percent
Vehicular Tra 1

..,

40.82 55.95 47.84 33.68 31.35 V7.11 44.79' 19.19*

Auto DriV.er Trips .66 -. 1.38 '1.04 '.56 - .40 1.02 .91 23.86*,

Auto Passenger -

Trips
.35 .52

e .,

.43

,
.21 .23 .49

, q

.42

o

8.58*

Public Bus
Passenger Trips

.21 .09 .04

)

.16 t- .19

.

-.05 .11,, 26.06*

Pers'onal Business'

Trips
.59 .92

o

.62 .53 ".44 .70 .66 12.05*

4

Trips or Leisure .23 .43 a .30 .13 .09 . .29 ..27. 11%99*

Work-Trips - :13 .23 .23 .A. .13 .19 .18 2.36

. Shopping Trips > .31 .46 .39 .16 .21 .43 .36 13..03*

Total,Trips .26 2.04 1.54 .98 .87 .1.61 1.47

SaMp.le Size 1,528 736 \706 387 308 2,080 5;768**

* 'Statistically significaqt at the .01 level.
** Includes23 persons A.o resided in the Institutionalized Lifestyle Area.

Bunker Blanchard, nd Wachs.-(1977).

4
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by 0.534trips per daffy ashington) and 0.34 trips per' day Chitago) if con-
s

12/venient, low-cost transportationgervices were available. The validity

these,estima s is questionable, however,.since the reliability of atti-

o,f this type is, currently unknown/,tudinal survey,

.

The p eselit state of understanding of travel demand'y the elderly and

handicapp does not'permit us to p,redict With any confidence the usage of
.1'. .

various transportation improvement6 whichmight be made to better serve this
/

client group. This creates dflficulties for both the de$ign and evaluation
-'I A

of ansportation programs. The design problem is a significAt one',' thotigh,
f

not necessarily-crucial to implementing-transportation improvements. The

demand density for these'improvents will be quite low in. any case, and ad-
,

justments can be made to fleet sizes and service levels as experience is

gained from the nitial operation of a new program- In the evaluation dirk

alternative transportation programs and pOticies, hOwever, inadequate under-

standing of travel. demand creates severe,problems,

.

The'Effect of Transportation Program's on Travel by the Elder,Y and
;,Hanilicapped

In order to evaluate

And handMapped, we need'

caient group. A complet

sub !group of the, client

trips made-by members of

12/
Ibid.

alternative

to know what

description

oup sho4d contain information on the number of

a-A

transp6rtation programs for the elderly

effect they will,hiVe Ortravel'by the

Of the travel befiavior of any particular

the 'sub-group over a given time period by:

18 .
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'service c aracteristics and price of the travel mode used;

trip pu ose;

time o day, week, and month trips are made; and

trip rigin and destination.

In order tp determine the effect of a transportation program on the travel

behavioi ,6f a particular sub-group, we need to know about significant changes

in-any of the above descriptors of trip-making. A program might not in-
.

crease'the total number of trips made by a sub-group, for example, but might

provide substantial benefits by permitting the trips to be' made with reduced

rvel times, at lower prices or fares, or to more desirable destinations.

lb

4

There are two possible approaches to obtaining a better unde standing

at, of the response of sub-groups otfth_e, elderly and handicapped to different
A

c

kinds of transpOrtation improvements. One approach would collect attitudi-
,

nil information by questioning selected members of thelient group about

Nif

how they-would'respond to certain hypothetical t mortation.impFovements.

The other approach would corllect behavioral information by observIng how

selected-memberA'of the Client group actually do respolie EOtheOaritular

transportation services and prices available to them.

- 1 #

'It
The first of the two approaches is fraught with uncertaintpsi.s about

the reliability of the information collected: how does wh'at pegOle say they

will do under hypothetical circumstances compare,with what they;'actually

13/
would do?--- The second approach has the advantage that people agnid, be

o0

13/*ff,'
( itiartgen and Keck (1976) discuss discrepancies between atti&dinal fore-
casts and choiceg actually made forldial-a-bus services. in small-urban areas.

19
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I

r

t
'.asked to report about actu rather than'hypothetical trips, th gh there is

till the question'of how, a curitelY they *uld report their t ips. (The '}

only way to check on the' acc their reporting would be to assign ber-

'tain individuals tofolloW t m around without their. knowle ge -- hardly a,
,

desirable procedure to adopt.) The major disadvantage of the second procedure

is tht it is very expensive. For new .kinds of transpor ation improvements

not currently in place in any urban area, experimental rograms have to be

instituted for at least oneyea5 and ;accompanied by d tailed measurements of

travel, responses.'

/. ,

. r v.
Both of the above approaches have major advant ges and disadvantiges,

o

and it is not.apparent that either is clearly supe ior to the other. Con-*

ssequently, it is important that both approaches be pursued. Without con-

tinued efforts to collect behavioral travel data, we will be unable to check

travel estimates obtained from attitudinal data: And without attitudinal

data, it will be a very long time before we obt in any information on likely

/traveler response to a varietyof new kinds of ransportation improvements,

' 'which have yet to be placed in operation.

In addition to the general difficulties .f collecting and interpretini

travel information, there are anumber of sp cial problemS associated wrth' ,

obtaining a better understanding of thq tra e behavior of the elderly and

handicapped. The first problem has be'en discussed earlier -- that of lo-

cating the elderly and handicapped members of an urban population in order

to select a sample for surveys. Even if uch asample can he-obtained,

however, another problem is presented by the relatively low-,rates of trip-,,./
. ,

., s .N1-. ,

making observed for certain sub-groups,of the elderly and handicapped

2
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population often less than one trip per day. Many)41derlY and handicapped

.persons do nc\ft work, and thdir ttavel is limited to less frequent shdpiring,

dt
social, and recreation trips. Though these trips are undoubtedly periodio%

the periods are likely to be much'longer than the period of one day associ-

ated with work trips.

Behavioral surveys of trip-m;lking by elderly-and handicapped perions

shouldbedesigneds;therefore,to0 ain a degcription of,each trip med-Chy

each surveyed person over an extended period, such, ag a month. (Th first,

'..1,
sets of surveys might, show thit travel by elderly and handicapped persons

,-
. .

recurs over shorter periods, though there is little,reason toexpect-this

result from data collected to date). Some-persOns should beciurveyed during

each month of the year to provide Informat seasonal variations in trip-

r
making. Travel diaries wouldrbe required, and persons participating -in he .

survey would probably have.to be compensated in some way for completing the

diaries. initial payment when the diary wasfirst received might be

fO1lowed by a second, larger payment when the completed diary warXreturde4.

4V

Though this form of 'travel survey would.be rather. expensive and difficult

to carry out, 'there does not appear to be any alternative way in which an

adequate_leso_tirgd.on_sd_trave/ behavior cauld be obtained.

Is*

A further problem arises because of the diversity of the elderly and

handicapped population. The data given in Table 2 suggest that certain trans-
.

*

portation programs such as improv1 ed bus' service are likely to have amuch
.1

greater effect on the travel of some sub-groups than on others. The three
. 7,L

lifeietyle sub-groups in Table 2 with.the.highest percentages of driver's
*

. ri . .

licenses make significantly more auto driver trips and significantly less /

6

z

I 21
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.
.

sts

bus trips than the other threesub-groups. Improved bus gervfcemight have
a

virtually no effect on the travel of the ftrmerthree sdb-groups but have a

.1
substantial effect on the latter three: In order to upderstand,the travel

effects of this kind of program, then, we would like to concentrate our in-
.

depth survey effo 'rts on)those sub-groups likely to be the most affected.' "

In'the case of an-experimental program, such sub-groups need to be identi-

.)'
' ,,

i.
fled before the,program is introduc , so that some prior knowledge ls4e-

quired,pf,the likely impacts of the' program.

. , . R. '
le , \ - , , .

A final difficulty with assessing the impacts of transportation programs:, ,11-

4
oo.

....?1'

is-.that of inferring what behavior might have beep in the absence of theero-
/.

=
. 4- '

.

gram.--
14/

Use of transportation variables to describe behivior "with and with-
d" . 4 .- 4

out': °
.

. tr nsportation programs r eqbires, at the very least,allOware,s_afbr
....

...

.

-exogenous influences which might inf uence irip-making. Indicators such as
.--

the area's consumer price index, ployment rate, and7-other measpigs of

major employment or construction changes might suggest temporal shifts in
r ..

A, ,' s CO
the area's economic base or land use and hence in transportation demand

t,

I

,
patterns. Social programs, tax laws, or transportation policy itself may

2.

R., 0

4 undergo major revision Such shifts would require correction,to eliminate .

, .

'
%. - ,

. .

bias. For example, a major increase in public transportation supply might ; . ,

,

s

cause shifts from auto to public transportation use which are of much greater
.

.

magnitude than a specialized prograth fpr the'elderly and handic&pped.

. 4 .

. .

,In summary, the. major,., problems associated with assessing the trave

. f . t7
impacts of trangportation programs .for the elderly and handi Aped are the

1 * .

following:

14/ Campbell:.-and Stanley (19e6), Charles River AssoCiates (1972).

Oa

.
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identifying and.locating members of the client group in an
urban area;

obtaining individual travel information over a sufficiently .

long period of time;

identifying in advance those sub-groups likely to be the most
affected bynew programs; and

controlling for exogenous influences. 0

..,

A transportation program for the elderly and handicOpped recently introduced

r
in Danville, Illinois, provides some interesting illustrations of these

4

problems.

000

-4

1.

23
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A TRANSPOOATION PROGRAM FOR THE ELDERLY HANDICAPPED IN DANVILLE,
ILLINOIS

A demonstration project 'funded in'Danville, Illinois, by the',Servioe'

.

and Methods Dernonstration Program of the Urban Mass Transportation Aaminis-:

tration, U.S. Department of.Transportation, provides some interesting in-
,

sights into the" problems of assessing the ffect of traft4Portation improve-

merits on the travel behavior of the elderly and handicapped. The priMary
. * rR

purpose of this project is actually to test an innovation in the supply of

15public transportation services: thepapplication of'user -side subsidies--
/

to make shared taxi services available at loW fares to4rlderly'and handi-

capped persons. Thelfairly substantial reduction effected inshared taxi

fares for the. elderly and handicapped provides an, interesting example, how-.

ever, of traveler response tb a major transportation improvement.

Danville,

46;500. At the

dity was served

404hibles, Courtes

4

'

Illinois, is.a relatively small city with a population of
i

demonstration project began, December 1975, thetime'the

by three taxicab dompanies: Red Top/Yellow Cab with 19 lie-

-

y Cab with.10'vehicles, 4nd_Brown Cab with one vehicle. The

15/ -..
/

--7 ...A detailed description of the rationale for this approach to subsidizing
public transportation is given by the authors in Kirby and McGillivray (1976).
Subsidy techniques are divided into twocategories: "provider-side" subSi-

, dies paid directly to transportation prOviders for supplying certain transpor-
tation se ices, and "user-side" subsidiei Raid directly to transportation

F o'

4

users in e frm of discounted.transportation vouchers. It is suggested
that though the more common provider -side subsidies may be easier to administer.
than uier-aide subsidies, they,have often resulted in dependence of the public t
on a relatively small number of prOviders and services. This dependence has _.

tended to restriet,cpportunities for new providers and to increase costs.
.

User -side subsidies should encourage greater efficiency in service provision ..:
by allowing users to chooSse the Rroviders and services which best meet their

.bneeds. .

i
ze .

. ,
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city has no fixed route bus service: However, eleven specialized vehicles

are operated by social service agencies in providing transportation for

their clients.
16/

4 .

Taxi serlices in Danville ale shared ride: that is, two or more pas-

sengers with differing trip origins-or-destinationA may sharp the same
1

taxicab. Fares art based on four concentric zones, with a certain fare

associated wih each zone. The. fare charAd for a trip is that, correspond-.
UU

ing to the

a group of

is charged

origin
.

zone or the destination zone, whichever, is highdr.A"or

passengers with the'same origin andedestination,''one passenger

full fare and each additional passenger is charged a small. flat

fee. On December 1, 1975, the demonstration project introduced a "charge

slid" scheme by which handicapped persons and persons 65 Years Ofcage and
A

over could purchase up to $20vortE of taxi rides each month at a discount

of approximately 75'percent oneach ride. On January 1, 1977, overall fares

were increased, and the payments by elderly and handicapped persons were
d,

. increased to,approximately 50 percent of the new,fares,'with.no,change in the

$20 monthly limit on the total value'of rides taken. The payments associated

with these fare structures are silowri in Table-3.

( ., , - . ,

To date in D4nville, then, elderly anahandicapped persons have ex-
,

,
.

, perienced two changes in shared taxi fares: one on December 1, 1975, Mich

: N
.

.,
k

amounted to a reduction averaging about 75 percent, and one on January 1,
- . 1,J

. .

1977, which amounted to an increase averaging about WO percent., How could
E

we determine the affect of these quite substantial fare changes on travel
.

by the client group?

16/
Crain and'Issooiates (1977).

25
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"TABLE a,-

Shared Taxi Fares in Danville, Illinois

.

2

Effective Effective',
.0 December 1, 1975' January 1, 1977

Actual, Payment by
Oerall Payment by Fare and E & H and

Zone Fare E & H - (h increase) -(/e increase)

1

2

3

4

4.

.

$0.7.5

$1.25

$1.50

$1.75

'*

fit

$0.25

$0.30
'

$0.40 .

.$0:50

$0.85

$1.40

'$1.70

$2.00

(13)

(12)

(13)

-(14)-

$0.45

$0..60

$0.85

$1.00

'( 80)

(100).

(li2)

'(100)-

-

-
,

For group riding each additional passenger is charged a
flat fee of $0.15.':,/

ti

5o

t
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As discussed earlier, the first step in-measuring the effect of trans-
.

portation,improvements on the client group served is to select a represen-
,

tative:sample of the group for travel surveys. The firm monitoring the

demonstration project, Crain and A1sociates, encountered the usual diffi-,

culties with identifying and locating the client-group, and were able only

,to develop an estimate of the size of the group. This estimate was obtained

by adding the number of persons reported to be 65 years of age or over by the

1970 census (5,600) to an estimate of the number of handicapped persons

under 65 provided by persOnnel of local rehabilitation agencies (1,900)0

The resulting estimate of 7,500 persons constitutes approxiitely 18 percent

of the population of Danville.

..
o

In order to obtain shared taxi rides at reduced rates\in Danville, a

member of the client group must register with the-City and obtain an iden-
.1

tification card containing his or her nmme ess, signature, and identi-

ficationmdmber. This card' must be shown to the taxi driver each time a

trip is made at the reduced tete. The driver records the passenger's iden-

tification numbei on a charge slip along with the full fare and the reduced

fare:for the triip. The passenger then signs the slip and-pays the reduced-'t
,

fare (and any tip)- in cash. As a result of this
.

proctitUre, a reNfd is ob-
...

. )-

. 4

tained of each subsidized trip made by each' registered member.of the client

group.
4

-r

The registration process for members of the client grOup and the charge'
, 0

slip procedure for taxi trips provide the basis for much of the travel data

o
collected in the Danville demonstration. When client group members applied

to'the City for identification cards, they were asked to provide certain

Ne

27
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Information needed to'certify their elig ility for th rogram. Once a'
a

person's eligibility was established, ani.bef6-'re an identification card was

issued, he person was Interviewed 'by telephOne. The person was asked a

variety of question4 concerning age, sex, racerpossession of.driver's
-11),

au
44X4

cense, mobile availability, income, and nature of handicaps, if any.

This information, when combined with taxi trip information from the charge

slips, provided a detailed picture ofd the use of the reduced fare program

by various sub-groups of the client population, as shown in Table 4.
ti

An attempt was also made in these registration interviews to obtain in-

formation about t g travel behavior of Lose being registered. Each person

was asked to report all trips made over the three days prior to the interview,

b7 purpose and by mode. Analysis of'these travel data showedtthat the mean

number of trips reported for each day was significantly greater than the mean

number reported for the day before. C ain'and Associates concluded that this

pattern was due to forgetfulness about rips made more than a day prior to,
.

.

the interview.121 It was concluded that the, travel data could be used only
40'

to describe travel for th6 one day prior to the, interview.

Travel data were'obtained through these registration interviews for.

2,550 of the 2,600 persons who registeyed. The data were collected over a

registration-peEiod of five months, from November 1975 through March 1976,

In August 1976 a random sample of .246 registered persons was sefected for a

follow-up interview, in wh ravel data were again collected and analyzed.

)
Crain andAssociates (1976).

1
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TABLE 4

..----

Project'Person Trips Per User Per Month through July 1976by Sub - Groups

(Users are those persons who have used the project,et least once.)
4.

.
.

Age /Handicap'

Fraction of
Total Users

1
Trips Per
User Month

.18

.62

.20

_ .18

:22

3.7
3.1
6.1

5.9
4.1
1.3

65.& Over, Holdicapped
65 & Over, Not Handicapped
Under 65; Handidapped

Alternative Transportation Available
. A

Not Driver/Recdive No Rides
Not Driver/Receives Rides
Driver/Auto Avail/Ridei

Ability to Use- Taxi vs Bus

No difficulty either mode .65 3.8
. Taxi less difficult than bus .21 3.9
Others .Q4 3.7

Transit 11andicepped and Handicapped

Problems W/Bus and Handi4apped .18 4.2
Problems W/Bus-and Not Handicapped, .07 2.9
No Problems W/Bus and Handicapped .20 5.5
No Problems W/Bus and Not Handicapped .55 3.2

Type of Primary Handicaps

Emotionally Disturbed .08 6.4
Walking Problems/Aids .07 4.3
Arthritis .05 4.0
Cardiac Ills .03 4.6
Mental Retardation .03 3.4,
Blindness

Household Income Per Person

.02

t-

6.3

*
Less than $2,500 Per Person .28 - 4.1
'tess than $5,000 Per .Person .6.2_- 3.8,
$5,000 to $10,000 Per Person .09

, 3.3
Ovea er $10,000 Per Person .01 -3.6

Source:.. Crain and Associates (1977).

X29
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Had there been any substantial changes in the travel behaior of project

registrants as-a result of the project, they might have been detected from a-:1
comparison of the two sets of travel data collected for project registrants

before and after their identification cards Were.issued. The data'showed, how-
.

0
ever, a mean daily trip rate of 1.18 from the regiStratioll interview and a

rate of 0.99 from the foflow-up interview, with a standard deviation of 1.31

in both cases. These figures, which are based On travel data for the one day

prior to the interview,' show a greatdeal of variability inIthe number of.

trips reported by those interviewed. This variability is presumably, due in

part to variation between individuals, and In part to the fdct that one day

is too short a period over which to observe travel by elderly and handicapped

persons.

e_travel 'data collected for Danville do not permit any state-
-,

/
Mefitgsht13-'/anra iIiout the overall effects of the project on travel behavior,

ihformation collected By .Crain and Associates (197) Oh participation in the

reduced. fare project suggest that them& may have been significant impacts
-e

onthe travel of at least some sub-groups of the eligible population. Ofti

the approximately 7,500 residents of Danville eligible for reduced taxi fares,

some 35 percent hdv%a e registered. A random household telephone survey conducted'

in August 1976 to obtain socio -econd iic chardtteristics of the eligible popula-

tion in Danville showed that users of the project iffered significantly from
,

the total eligible population in two major respects: 78 percent of the users

did* not drive compared with 51 percelk of all eligibles, and- 90 percent of the

users had incomes under $5,000 compared with 52 percent of 41 eligibles.

Approximately 80 percent of those egistered (28 percent of those eligible)

have used the` project at least once. ab e 4 shows that handicapped users under

30
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65"years.of age have taken substantially more project trips Per month than

other users, and that persons who do not drive have taken substantially more

trips than those 'who are drivers. An -overall increase in taxi ridership of

15 percent has been attributed entirely to the project, and fully 30 percent 4

-of shared taxi rides in Danville are currently project trips. These figures.

suggest that about half of the project trips are "new" taxi trips, while the
.6 ,

other half are "Old" taxi trips being made at the lower fares. -Finally, no

reduction has bedn nbticed in the patronage of transportation services pro-
.

Vided by social service agencies in Danville.

1'

In August 1976, approld.mately 8,000 shared taxi trips per month were

being made unddr the reduced fare project. This total represents approxi-

-mately:

1.1 trips per month per eligible person

3.1 trips "per month per registered person

A

3.8 trips per month per user

: 4.5 trips per month per non-driver user (derived from Table 4)
Isa

,6.1 trips per month per handicapped user under-65 (Table 4)

How great a fraction-of total travel do these project trips represent for the

,different sub-groupi,listed? The best estimate we have of total trip- snaking

,

is that of about one trip.per day (30 trips per month) obtained from the
. .

.
.

travel surveys of registered persons desciribed earlier. At this rate plject-
AV

trips would account for about 10 percent of total trips for all registered
. -

.

persons, and possibly higher percentages foi all user's, for non-diiver users,
, .

---

and for handicapped users under 65.

1.%

It seems likgly, therefore, that the Danville reduced taxi fare project

has had a substantial- effect on the travel 1:,ekavior of certain Pub-!..groups of

.,i,'#
.-

,

, . :-.'
.

0. 1 . .

31
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the eligible population. Data collected on the travel patterns of the sub-

groups are too Limited, however, to permit quantification of this effect. If

deailed information about the impaCts of future transportation programs for

the elderly and handicapped is to be obtlined, a much more egtensive effort

be needed to measure changes in travel behal

The experiente obtained from the Danville project provideS some valuable

guidance for monitoring the effects of other transportation programs for the

elderly and handicapped. Much greater effort should be devoted to locating

eligible persons using techniques of the type discussed earlier. The exten-

sive user information obtained in Danville provides a basis for identifying

in advance certain sub-groups whose travel behavior is likely ,to be affected

to a greater extent than that of the eligible population as a whole.

The sub-groups of interest should be sampled, and both behavioral and

attitudinal surveys conducted. The behavioral surveys should collect travel

information from each individual over an extended period, such as a month,

while the attitudinal surveys would ask individuals about how they expected
al

to resprond to th$ planned transportation improvements. The behavioral surveys

.
t )

would be conducted before and after the implementation of,the transportation
a , -

program, preferably during the same vonths. of two consecutive years to account
It ,

for seasonal effects. Changes in travel behavior detected by the behavioral

Ulsurveys wo d then be compared with responses predicted by the attitudinal

surveys.

For transpor

change in transportation services or far fo the elderly-and handiCapped

tion programs like that in Danville involving a substantial

3 2,
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.

t

go

.
,

.

with virtually no exogencuslOchanges which might,influence travel behavior

significantly, it should be possible to obtain reliable measures ,1 .changes

in the travel behavior of the sub-groups most affected. Projects of this

-type appear likely to have quite substantial impacts on Certain sub-groups:

impacts which cowl 'e measured if sufficient resources were applied to,data

collection and analys

."

.

.

.6

I.

0
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question. The b nefits--$ associated with these increases iarn bility.and ac-'

cessibilfty arc of two- kinds: those derived solely from opei@jns fpr travel,

,

and those'd ved front trips,antually" made. The benefits di-options for.

CONCLUSION

/ 30

a

transportation prog ams fd'r the elderly and handicapped are de.signed to

increase the mobility this client stoup, and to make a variety of loca-
.

tions and facilitilg ,ore accessible tb them./ These improvements can be

described in terms such mobility measures as the travel times and fares

,
associated with t aveling between different points in the 6n,area in-

travel, whi e not insignificant, are difficult to quantify, and are probably

best judg directly by community decision-makers. The benefits associated

with cha ges in travel behavior, are more important and more tangible, thpugh

they cannot be assessed without detailed quantitative information on changes
9

in tr p-making by particulartub-groups of thielderly and handicappyd popu-
. ,

4

'fat on.

I

This'paper h s been concerned with assessing the impact of transporta-
,, .

.:
., .. .

tion programs on he trip-making of the elderly and handicapped. We have
', 1

.
..-

,

pointed out that elderly and handicapped persons tend to make fewer trips

than the eneral populations, and that the periodicity in their travel be-
,

haysior is unlikely td be observed_if travel information is obtained only for

short periods of no more than a few days. Careful monitoring of the trip-

_
making of a representative sample'of elderly and handicapped persons over

extended periods will be necessary to increase our understanding of the

travel behavior of this client group.

4-.

34.
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-.15tountingsurveys using trip diaries or other,,,meanqito ob ain behavioral
4 14

data on trip-making over extended periods to be a re htively ex-
,A.\

p'ens'ive undertaking. Attitudinal surveys provide a less expensive but also

less certain approach; and in our judriment should be employed in addition to

\.-

rather than in place 'of th behavioral surveys. Is the information which

would be obtained from these surveys worth the cost? The answer to this

question dependS on how important it is for decision-makers to know about

the henefies of transportation .programs to partic4plar groups of residents.

Relatively inexpensive ridership surveys can and should be employed to deter-.s,

mine who islusing a transportation service, how often, and for what purpose.

Such surveys cannot determine, however, what the users would 'do if the sew.

4.1

vice were withdrawn or if new services or fare levels were instituted. Wouldo

they take a different number of trips, use qther modes, travel to different

0 4.

destinations, or adopt some combination of these alternatives?

S.

Obtaining detailed information about the impacts of transportation pro-
.

gratis od:the tr''p-making Of different resident groups is an eisettial step .

4 --,

in evaluating the programs. Information of this type will not be available/(

to decision-makers, however, unless research is undertaken to measure travel

.behavior of particular resident groups over extended periods, of time, and to

,v,
..

compare these measurements with travel estimates obtained frodAttitudinal .,

data. Given the current public"concern and involvement with improving the
.

k.,

. x,
...., . .

,-,

mobility o the elderly and handicapped, such research should be given, serious
.. 1

conside4tion ins the near future.
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